We present a novel approach to machine learning, called ABML (argumentation based ML). This approach combines machine learning from examples with concepts from the field of argumentation. The idea is to provide expert's arguments, or reasons, for some of the learning examples. We require that the theory induced from the examples explains the examples in terms of the given reasons. Thus arguments constrain the combinatorial search among possible hypotheses, and also direct the search towards hypotheses that are more comprehensible in the light of expert's background knowledge. In this paper we realize the idea of ABML as rule learning. We implement ABCN2, an argument-based extension of the CN2 rule learning algorithm, conduct experiments and analyze its performance in comparison with the original CN2 algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem of machine learning is dealing with large spaces of possible hypotheses. Usually, this problem is addressed either by biasing learning towards simpler hypotheses, i.e. applying Occam's razor, or by using experts' domain knowledge for constraining search. Domingos [9] argues that the Occam's razor approach is valid only if we honestly believe that the target phenomenon is simple, and therefore prefers the use of domain knowledge. Existing machine learning paradigms typically enable, at least in some limited form, the use of general domain knowledge, that is knowledge that holds for the whole domain. The problem with this is the difficulty that experts face when they try to articulate their global domain knowledge. In this paper, we present a novel approach for constraining search, that allows the use of "local" expert's knowledge. That is knowledge relating to specific situations, perhaps only valid for chosen learning examples rather than for Email address: martin.mozina@fri.uni-lj.si (Martin Možina). the whole domain. In this approach, the domain expert explains some of the learning examples, and these examples are then, together with other examples, used in the learning algorithm. Explanation of examples is in terms of arguments for and against, therefore we call such examples argumented examples. The learning from such examples is called argument based machine learning (ABML), introduced by Bratko and Možina in [2] .
ABML combines machine learning with some ideas from the field of argumentation [21] . Defeasible argumentation is a branch of artificial intelligence that analyzes processes of reasoning where arguments for and against a certain claim are produced and evaluated. A typical example of such reasoning is a law dispute at court, where plaintiff and defendant give arguments for their opposing claims, and at the end of the process the party with better arguments wins the case.
In this paper we propose a realization of ABML as an algorithm that learns ifthen rules from argumented examples. In Section 2 we describe the motivation and basic ideas for argument based machine learning. In Section 3 we develop an actual implementation of argument based machine learning, i.e. argument based CN2 (ABCN2 for short) as an extension of the well-known rule learning algorithm of Clark and Niblett [7] . In Section 4, we demonstrate and analyze the advantages of ABCN2 over the original CN2 on several data sets and conduct, in Section 5, an experiment that shows the effect of unreliable, or noisy arguments on the quality of induced model. This paper is a substantial extension of our earlier conference paper on the idea of AB enhancement of CN2 [16] . The extensions include the experiments with ABCN2 (except for the illustration with the zoo domain), extreme value correction of probability estimate in ABCN2 (an essential improvement applicable also in CN2), and an experimental study of the effect of errors in arguments on the success of learning.
It should be noted that argument based ML is not limited to CN2, nor to rule learning. Various standard ML techniques can be extended in a similar way to their argument-based variants, for example argument-based Naive Bayes, or support vector machines (SVM), or inductive logic programming (abbreviated AB-ILP). However, rule learning is the most natural framework for developing ABML techniques. In rule learning, both induced theories and arguments are represented in the same language, which is desirable. Also, rule learning has the desirable property of comprehensibility of induced theories, and the influence of user's arguments is explicitly visible in induced rules. In contrast to this, applying the ABML approach for example to SVM would not exhibit these two desirable properties. On the other hand, we would expect that the use of arguments would result in improvement in classification accuracy also in SVM, as well as in other ML methods. 
ARGUMENT BASED MACHINE LEARNING: PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION
In this section we will formulate the learning problem for ABML, and contrast it to the usual ML problem. We will illustrate with examples the main ideas of how ABML works, and describe the motivation for this approach.
Usually the problem of learning from examples is stated as:
• Given examples • Find a theory that is consistent with the examples
We will now extend this problem statement to that of ABML. In ABML, some of the learning examples are augmented by arguments, or reasons, or (partial) justifications according to principles of argumentation [21] .
In this paper we consider ABML in the framework of attribute-value learning. Each example is specified by an attribute-value vector and the class to which the example belongs. In this setting, arguments are used to explain (or argue) why a certain learning example is in the class as given (arguments for the class are called positive arguments) or why it should not be (arguments against are called negative arguments). Examples that are accompanied with arguments are called argumented examples.
To illustrate the idea of argumented examples, consider a simple learning problem: learning about credit approval. Each example is a customer's credit application together with the manager's decision about credit approval. Each customer has a name and three attributes: PaysRegularly (with possible values "yes" and "no"), Rich (possible values "yes" and "no") and HairColor ("black", "blond", ...). The class is CreditApproved (with possible values "yes" and "no"). Let there be three learning examples as shown in Table 1 .
A typical rule learning algorithm will induce the following rule from this data:
This rule looks good because it is short and it correctly covers two of the three given examples. On the other hand, the rule may not make much sense to a financial expert. We will now look at how this may change when arguments are introduced.
With arguments, the learning problem statement changes to:
• Given examples + supporting arguments for some of the examples • Find a theory that explains the examples using given arguments
To illustrate what it means to "explain the examples using given arguments", consider again the data in Table 1 and assume that an expert gave an argument for Mrs. Brown: Mrs. Brown received credit because she is rich. Now consider again the rule above that all blond people receive credit. This rule correctly classifies Mrs. Brown, but it does not explain this classification in terms of the given argument for Mrs. Brown. The rule does not even mention Mrs. Brown's property in the argument, namely that she is rich. Therefore we say that this rule does not "AB-cover" Mrs. Brown, and an ABML algorithm has to induce another rule to this effect. Therefore an argument based rule learning algorithm would induce:
This rule explains Mrs. Brown example using the given argument: credit was approved because Rich = yes. We say that this rule AB-covers Mrs. Brown.
The main motivation for using arguments in learning lies in two expected advantages:
(1) Reasons (arguments) impose constraints over the space of possible hypotheses, thus reducing search complexity. (2) An induced theory should make more sense to an expert as it has to be consistent with the given arguments.
Regarding advantage 1, by using arguments, the computational complexity associated with search in the hypothesis space can be reduced considerably, and enable faster and more efficient induction of theories. Furthermore, a reduced number of possible hypotheses also decreases the chances that the method will overfit. Regarding advantage 2, there are many possible hypotheses that, from the perspective of a machine learning method, explain the given examples sufficiently well. But some of those hypotheses can be incomprehensible to experts. Using arguments should lead to hypotheses that explain given examples in similar terms to those used by the expert, and correspond to the actual justifications.
Argumented examples are a means for the domain expert to introduce his (partial) domain knowledge to the learning system prior to learning. The practical advantage of providing prior knowledge in the form of arguments about individual examples, in comparison with providing more general domain knowledge, is in that it is easier to explain concrete, specific examples than giving general theories. As arguments are reasons for a specific example, the expert does not have to ensure that the arguments are true for the whole domain. It suffices that they are true in the context of the given argumented example. Consider a possible expert's argument for disapproving credit to Mr. Grey: Mr. Grey did not receive credit because he does not pay regularly. This is a very reasonable argument, however it does not hold for the whole domain. Mrs. Brown, for instance, did receive credit although she does not pay regularly. An argument-based learning algorithm will then automatically generalize the context of an argumented example to the extent that preserves consistency with other learning examples.
IMPLEMENTATION
In this paper we introduce an algorithm, called ABCN2, for induction of rules in argument-based framework for machine learning. ABCN2, which stands for argument based CN2, is an extension of the well-known CN2 rule induction algorithm of Clark and Niblett [7] . We will start this section with a formal definition of argumented examples that are accepted by ABCN2, and continue with a detailed description of differences between the CN2 algorithm and its argument based counterpart ABCN2. At the end of this section we will describe a method that selects examples from data, which, if argumented, would most likely affect the learning of ABCN2.
It should be noted that "CN2" inside our implementation of ABCN2 stands for a state-of-the-art version of the original Clark and Niblett's CN2 algorithm, in which various improvements were added over the years. Details of these improvements are described in [17] , which also gives experimental results comparing the improved CN2 with several other major ML methods. In these experiments, this improved CN2 (without the use of arguments) performed overall significantly better in terms of accuracy and ROC curves than the original CN2 and C4.5, and comparably to SVM and Naive Bayes.
Argumented examples
A learning example E in the usual form accepted by CN2 is a pair (A, C), where A is an attribute-value vector, and C is a class value. An attribute can be either discrete (finite unordered set of values) or continuous. In addition to such examples, ABCN2 also accepts argumented examples. An argumented example AE is a triple of the form:
As usual, A is an attribute-value vector and C is a class value. Arguments is a set of arguments Arg 1 , . . . , Arg n , where an argument Arg i has one of the following forms:
The former specifies a positive argument (speaks for the given class value), while the latter specifies a negative argument (speaks against the class value). Reasons is a conjunction of reasons r 1 , . . . , r n ,
where each of the reasons r i can be in one of five possible forms. In the explanation of these forms below we assume that r i is a part of a positive argument; for negative arguments, the explanations are exactly the opposite. The five forms of reasons are:
• X = x i means that value x i of attribute X is the reason why example is in the class as given. This is the only allowed form for discrete attributes.
• X > x i (orX >= x i ) means that the value of attribute X of example being greater than (greater or equal to) x i is the reason for class value.
• X > (orX >=) "X is high"; similar to X > x i (X >= x i ), just that we do not know the threshold value and it has to be found by ABCN2 automatically. Such an argument says that the value of X of the example is high enough for the example to be in the class as given.
• X < (orX <=); "X is low", the opposite of X > (X >=).
For example, the expert's argument for approving credit to Mrs. Brown (see Table  1 ) can be: Mrs. Brown received credit because she is rich. A negative argument can be: Mrs. Brown received credit despite her not paying regularly. The Brown example would in our syntax be written as:
((P aysRegularly = no, Rich = yes, HairColor = blond), CreditApproved = yes, {CreditApproved = yes because Rich = yes, CreditApproved = yes despite P aysRegularly = no}).
Arguments given to examples additionally constrain rules covering this example. Remember that in CN2, rules have the form:
where Complex is the conjunction of simple conditions, called selectors. For the purpose of this paper, a selector simply specifies the value of an attribute, for example HairColor = blond or a threshold on an attribute value, for example Salary > 5000. A rule for our credit approval domain can be:
The condition part of the rule is satisfied by the attribute values of Mrs. Brown example, so we say that this rule covers this example.
A rule R is consistent with an argument "C because Reasons" (or "C despite Reasons"), if for all reasons r i of Reasons it is true that:
(1) If the reason r i is in one of the forms: "X = x i " or "X > x i " or "X < x i " ("X >= x i " or "X <= x i "), then exactly the same selector needs to be present in the complex of the rule R. (2) If the reason r i has the form "X >" (or "X <", "X <=", "X >="), then the complex of the rule R needs to contain a selector "X > x i " (or "X < x i ", "X >= x i ", "X <= x i "). The threshold value x i does not matter for consistency.
With the use of arguments in examples, the definition of a rule covering an example needs to be refined. In the standard definition, a rule covers an example if the condition part of the rule is true for this example. In argument based rule learning, this definition is modified to: A rule R AB-covers an argumented example E if:
(1) All the conditions in R are true for E (same as in CN2), (2) R is consistent with at least one positive argument of E, and (3) R is not consistent with any of the negative arguments of E.
As an illustration of the differences between AB-covering and the usual definition of covering, consider again the Brown example with the argument that she received credit because she is rich and despite her not paying regularly. Now consider four rules:
R1: IF HairColor = blond THEN CreditApproved = yes R2: IF P aysRegularly = no AND HairColor = blond THEN CreditApproved = yes R3: IF P aysRegularly = no AND Rich = yes THEN CreditApproved = yes R4: IF HairColor = blond AND Rich = yes THEN CreditApproved = yes All four rules cover the Brown example and have 100% accuracy on the data set from Table 1 . However, Rule 1 does not AB-cover the example, because it is not consistent with the positive argument. For the same reason, rule 2 does not ABcover the Brown example, but this rule fails also because it is consistent with the negative argument (P aysRegularly = no). Rule 3 also fails due to the negative argument, although it is consistent with the positive argument. The last example AB-covers the Brown example.
ABCN2 -Algorithm
The CN2 algorithm [6, 7] consists of a covering algorithm and a search procedure that finds individual rules by performing beam search. The covering algorithm induces a list of rules that cover all the examples in the learning set. Roughly, the covering algorithm starts by finding a rule, then it removes from the set of learning examples those examples that are covered by this rule, and adds the rule to the set of rules. This process is repeated until all the examples are removed.
There are two versions of CN2: one induces ordered list of rules, and the other unordered list of rules. Our algorithm in this paper is based on the second version of CN2. In this case, the covering algorithm consists of two procedures, CN2unordered and CN2ForOneClass. The first procedure iteratively calls CN2ForOneClass for all the classes in the domain, while the second induces rules only for the class given. When removing covered examples, only examples of this class are removed [6] . Essentially, CN2ForOneClass is a covering algorithm that covers the examples of the given class.
ABCN2: Covering algorithm
The first requirement for ABML is that an induced hypothesis explains the argumented examples using given arguments. In rule learning, this means that for each argumented example, there needs to be at least one rule in the set of induced rules that AB-covers this example. This is achieved simply by replacing covering in original CN2 with AB-covering.
Replacing the "covers" relation in CN2 with "AB-covers" in ABCN2 ensures that both argumented and non-argumented examples are AB-covered. However, in addition to simpy AB-covering all the examples, we would also prefer explaining as many as possible non-argumented examples by arguments given for the argumented examples. Therefore, we propose a change in the covering algorithm, where CN2ForOneClass is changed into ABCN2ForOneClass (see Algorithm 1). The procedure starts by creating an empty list of rules, and makes a separate set AES of argumented examples only. Then it looks for "unfinished" arguments -arguments that have some of the reasons "vaguely" specified (X > and X <) and finds the best In the while loop, the procedure induces a rule, using ABFind Best rule, to cover the first argumented example. ABFind Best rule is a modified beam search procedure that accepts examples, an argumented example and a target class, where the resulting rule is guaranteed to AB-cover the given argumented example. This rule is added to the rule set, and the procedure removes from AES argumented examples AB-covered by this rule. The removal of all positive examples is not necessary, as each of the argumented examples differently constrains the search and thus prevents ABCN2 from inducing the same rule again. When all argumented examples are covered, all positive examples AB-covered by rules are removed, and the remaining rules are learned using classical CN2ForOneClass.
ABCN2: Search Procedure.
Algorithm 2 shows AB search procedure. The procedure takes a set of examples to learn from, an argumented example that needs to be AB-covered by the induced rule, and a target class. In Algorithm 2 the underlined parts emphasize the differences between the original search procedure in CN2 and the AB-search procedure:
Algorithm 2 Algorithm that finds best rule that AB-covers argumented example E. The "quality" of a complex is evaluated by user-defined evaluation function.
Procedure ABFind Best Rule(Examples ES, Example E, Class T)
Let the set STAR contain positive arguments of E (written as complexes). Evaluate complexes in STAR (using quality function). Let BEST CP X be the best complex from STAR. Let SELECT ORS be the set of all possible selectors that are TRUE for E. Let ARG REASON S be the set of all reasons in positive arguments of E (union of reasons). while STAR is not empty do {Specialize all complexes in STAR as follows} Let N EW ST AR be the set {x ∧ y x ∈ ST AR, y ∈ SELECT ORS} Remove from N EW ST AR all complexes that are consistent with any of negative arguments of E. for every complex C i in NEWSTAR do if C i is statistically significant(ES,T) and quality(C i ) > quality(BEST CPX) then replace the current value of BEST CP X by C i . end if end for Let STAR be best N complexes from NEWSTAR; N is a user-defined size of STAR (usually N=5). Let ABNEWSTAR be such subset of NEWSTAR, where complexes in ABNEWSTAR contain only. conditions from ARG REASON S. Let ABSTAR be best N complexes from ABNEWSTAR. Let STAR be STAR merged with ABSTAR. end while return rule: "IF BEST CP X THEN T.
Initial value of set STAR is the set of positive arguments of example E. A rule
induced from an argumented example must AB-cover this example, therefore it will have to contain the reasons of at least one of positive arguments. The easiest way to ensure this is to start learning from them. Specialize with selectors that are satisfied by argumented example. By this we ensure the coverage of the seed example by the induced rule. Remove all complexes that are consistent with negative arguments. Again, best rule must AB-cover argumented example, therefore can not be consistent with any of the negative arguments. Let ABSTAR be best N complexes from ABNEWSTAR. Rules that contain only conditions that are present in positive arguments are likely to be consistent with domain knowledge. Thence, these rules are deemed promising, even if at the moment they are not among first N best rules according to the equality measure.
Rule evaluation and extreme value correction
An evaluation function is used to estimate the quality of a rule. The quality of a rule is a user-defined measure to estimate how well the rule will eventually work in classification. Generally, this measure should reflect the accuracy of the rule when classifying new examples. In the original CN2-unordered implementation [6] , Laplace's rule of succession is used to estimate the probability of correct classification of new cases (that is, not learning examples) by the rule. Laplace's rule of succession states that if there are p successes from a total of n trials, the probability of success in (n + 1)-st trial is p+1 n+2
. Other implementations may use other formulas for probability estimation. For example, Džeroski et al. [10] use Cestnik's m-estimate [4] .
The problem with Laplace's formula and other probability estimates is that rule learning algorithms choose the best hypothesis among many candidate hypotheses. Therefore the example set covered by the best looking rule is not really a random sample, which these formulas assume. Rather, this example set is the best among those that belong to many competing rules. This gives rise to optimistic estimates. This problem, also known as multiple-comparison problem in induction algorithms [13] , is even worse in the case of ABCN2; rules, learned from argumented examples, were typically selected from less hypotheses than rules induced by standard CN2 algorithm, and thus the quality of a rule learned from an argumented example is relatively under-estimated when compared to a rule learned from standard CN2.
In [14] we developed a method called EVC (extreme value correction) that accounts for multiple comparisons and corrects otherwise optimistic evaluation measure. The "optimistic" measure -corrected with EVC -used in that paper was mestimate [4] with m set to 2. We use the same technique for the evaluation of rules in ABCN2. All the experiments with ABCN2 in this paper were done with this method of rule evaluation.
Probabilistic covering and removing strategy
When EVC is applied, one must first estimate parameters of correction model (based on extreme value distribution). These parameters depend also on the size of the learning data set, and therefore we should re-estimate these parameters each time when a rule is induced and the covered examples are removed, because the learning set becomes smaller. Unfortunately, estimation of the parameters is time consuming, which would make the use of EVC with the standard CN2 covering procedure very inefficient. To evade the problem we propose the probabilistic covering strategy where the number of learning examples remains constant during the complete induction process.
Let example.prob (name prob is used as EVC m-estimate returns class probability) be the quality of the best rule covering example (where "quality" is EVC mestimate of the probability of the class the rule predicts). If there are no rules covering example then example.prob equals the prior probability of the example's class. When a new rule is learned (let rule.quality be the quality of rule), the removing procedure updates all probabilities of covered examples as example.prob = maximum(example.prob, rule.quality). We say that, when an example with example.prob becomes covered by a new rule, where rule.quality is higher than example.prob, then rule improves the probability of this example; or shorter: rule improves example. We call this probabilistic removal strategy.
There is still one problem that remains to be solved. The execution of procedure ABF ind Best Rule, as defined in Algorithm 2, is not affected by such a removing strategy and would learn the same rule all over again. Thus, the following changes are necessary:
Selection of best complex (BEST CP X) BEST CP X can be updated only if the current complex improves at least one example. This must be added to the condition in the algorithm. Selection of best rules from STAR In the original CN2 algorithm the best N rules are selected according to rule.quality. This heuristic fails in our case, as we seek a rule that has high quality and will improve at least one example. A better measure for selecting rules would be rule.quality * P improve, where P improve is the probability that final (specialized) rule will improve at least half of currently covered examples by rule. With this measure, the algorithm will select rules with high quality and with high probability of improving some of the examples. The problem, though, is to estimate P improve. Naturally, computing it accurately is impossible, as we do not know which rules can still be specialized. We need to make a rough estimate, and we do it as follows. Let bestrule be the best possible rule that can (theoretically) be obtained from rule, and let aveg prob be the average of example.prob over all covered examples by this rule. Then, if aveg prob is between rule.quality and bestrule.quality, P improve is computed as: P improve = bestrule.quality−aveg prob bestrule.quality−rule.quality . This formula assumes that all the qualities between current rule and the best rule are equally probable. If aveg prob is higher than bestrule.quality, then P improve is 0.0, and if aveg prob is lower than rule.quality, then P improve is 1.0.
Classification from Rules
Learned rules can also be used to predict the class of a new example. In the case where only one rule triggers for this example, classification is simply the class of the rule. In cases where several rules trigger, we need to resolve clashes between opposing rules. In standard CN2 these conflicts are resolved by summing the distri-butions of covered examples of all the rules to find the most probable class. However, such classification works only in cases where covering rules are sufficiently independent, which turns out to be false in many cases. Moreover, such a classification technique does consider only the distribution of covered examples, without considering the rule's quality, that becomes a problem when classifying from rules that were induced from arguments. The patterns (rules) learned from argumented examples usually can not be learned by classical CN2, sometimes because there are not enough learning examples. Hence, rules from arguments might have relatively small coverage and might become relatively unimportant in such a classification technique. On the other hand, we showed in the previous section how to compute the quality of a rule that accounts for the number of tried hypotheses. In order to make rules from argumented examples competitive, we used in our experiments a simple classification technique based on the quality of rules: we take the best rule (having highest quality) for each class covering the given example, and classify the example in the class predicted by the best rule. Note that this classification can also be used to give probabilistic class predictions by normalizing the qualities of the best rules so that they sum to 1.
Identifying critical examples.
Giving arguments to all examples is not likely to be feasible in practice because it would require too much effort by a domain expert who provides arguments. Can we help the expert by suggesting which examples to explain by arguments? We developed a method to automatically find "problematic" examples, that is examples where arguments would be likely to have a significant effect on learning. So the "commentator" of examples (expert) is asked to concentrate on these "problematic" cases. This idea is realized by the following iterative procedure:
(
1) Induce a theory from plain examples, without arguments (using classical CN2).
(2) Find a critical example that would be useful to be argumented. This step involves a search for the most problematic example (e.g. outlier) in the learning set. For this task we propose a k-fold cross-validation repeated n times (e.g. n = 4, k = 5), so that each example is tested n times. Test examples are then evaluated according to a chosen criterion (e.g. the number of misclassifications of the example, average squared error of probability estimation, etc.) In our tests we used the number of misclassifications, thus the example that was misclassified in most of the cases is chosen as the example that needs to be argumented. If there are several such examples, then the algorithm picks one at random.
(3) If a problematic example was not found (in step 2), then stop the iteration. (4) An expert gives arguments to the selected example. Two things can happen
here: in the preferred case the expert finds argumenting this example easy; in the undesired case, the expert finds this to be hard. The second case may be due to different reasons (deciding attributes are not available, the example is indeed an outlier, or argumenting may be hard in the chosen representation of arguments). Each of these cases can be mended in different ways,which still needs to be explored. In the extreme, this example can simply be discarded from the learning set. (5) Induce rules on the learning set using ABCN2 and new argumented example. (6) Return to step 2.
EXPERIMENTS WITH ABCN2
In this section we will present three experiments with ABCN2 on "ZOO", "Credit Screening", and "South African Heart disease" UCI domains [18] to illustrate how ABCN2 works in practice. Then we describe two larger applications of ABCN2: an application to a legal domain and an application to a medical domain. In the experiments we used an implementation of ABCN2 within the Orange-toolkit [8] .
ZOO Data Set
ZOO data set [18] The main advantage of this data set is that, just using an encyclopedia, we can provide good arguments to automatically selected critical examples. We expect that using arguments will help to improve the comprehensibility and classification accuracy of induced rules.
The set was split into a learning set (70%) and a test set (30% Considering learning data alone, the induced rules fit perfectly. However, classification accuracy on the test set is only slightly over 90%. Now, according to our method of involving argumented examples (Section 3.6), we have to find the most problematic example using the learning set only. The internal (on learning set only) cross-validation procedure found that the most frequently misclassified example was a reptile, the tortoise. Notice that the rules covering reptiles split reptiles in two subgroups; in the first group are legless, poisonous, small, and toothed reptiles (snakes) and in the other are toothless, with four legs, and hairless reptiles (turtles). A problem with these two rules is that there also exist four-legged reptiles with teeth (crocodile, tuatara, etc. -tuatara was misclassified in the test set). A good argument for tortoise to be a reptile is that it has the backbone and it lays eggs (tortoise is a reptile because backbone=yes AND eggs=yes). Using that argument for tortoise in ABCN2, the two rules for reptiles were replaced by the following two rules:
IF backbone=yes AND eggs=yes AND aquatic=no AND feathers=no THEN type=Reptile IF eggs=no AND breathes=no THEN type=Reptile Naturally, our argument is not a perfect general rule for recognizing reptiles, so it was extended by ABCN2 with attributes aquatic and feathers. The first attribute separates reptiles from fishes and the second from birds, as both, fishes and birds, have backbone and lay eggs. It is interesting that our argument did not only affect the rule that was learned from this argument, but also the other rule for reptiles.
The next problematic example found was a sea snake (a reptile). A sea snake is an air-breathing snake that lives underwater. According to encyclopedia, a sea snake should be correctly classified with the above rule, however we noticed that, in the data, sea snake is characterized as a non-breathing reptile and that it does not lay eggs. It is obviously a mistake in data and is also the reason for the induction of the second rule. It is interesting to note how the interactive use of our AB learning method also helps to identify errors in data.
The next problematic example found in the learning set was a newt. The argument was provided that the newt is an amphibian because it has backbone, lays eggs and is related to water. This resulted in the rule:
IF backbone=yes AND aquatic=yes AND eggs=yes AND legs=4 THEN type=Amphibian After adding these arguments to the two examples, ABCN2 induced a perfect set of rules for the ZOO data set. There were no misclassified examples in the test set.
This example clearly illustrates the effectiveness of our method for choosing critical examples (both identified examples were really critical) and shows how arguments can be used to learn concepts that are otherwise very hard to learn. The example also nicely illustrates that it is much easier to give arguments only to an individual example (e.g why tortoise is a reptile), than it would be to articulate general rules that correctly classify the animals. Moreover, the rules learned from arguments are consistent with prior knowledge.
Japanese Credit Screening Database
Japanese Credit Screening Database contains 125 persons applying for credit described with 10 attributes. The class attribute is whether a person did get the credit or not. This domain definition also contains imperfect prior knowledge (accuracy 83% on the examples) -it was generated by talking to individuals at a Japanese company that grants credit. This prior knowledge will be used in our experiment as a substitute for the domain expert. We will assume that this "expert" cannot give a complete definition of the target concept, but can only give arguments for certain examples. Again, data was split to a learning set (70%) and test set (30%). CN2 induced the following three rules for not receiving credit.
IF problem region=yes AND monthly payment<= 9 THEN credit=no IF jobless=yes AND money bank<= 50 AND monthly payment> 2.0 THEN credit=no IF item=bike AND money bank<= 10 THEN credit=no These three rules achieved 84% accuracy on the learning set and 76% accuracy on the test set. We proceeded with our standard procedure of finding problematic examples and getting arguments from our "expert". After 5 iterations, when remaining problematic examples could not be argumented any more, the following rules were induced: • Efficient reconstruction of expert's prior knowledge. The first five and the last rule in the above set correspond to complete background knowledge given by experts. This was achieved by asking our "expert" to explain only five examples, which indicates the effectiveness of our method for detecting problematic examples. This also indicates how effective the interactive use of ABCN2 is as a tool for extracting expert's informal background knowledge. Imagine that we did not have experts' prior knowledge already formalized, and that we wanted to extract it from the expert. The way to do this with interactive use of ABCN2, is to generate questions for the expert by identifying critical examples. Expert's explanations in terms of arguments of the critical cases would, in our example, be sufficient to completely formalize the expert's prior intuitions.
• Consistent rules with domain theory. Six of seven rules are consistent with the given prior knowledge. Pazzani [20, 19] argued that induced models are more comprehensible if they are consistent with prior knowledge, even if this makes them more complex. Accordingly, the latter set of rules should be more comprehensible to an expert.
• Improved classification accuracy. The accuracy on learning set is 85% and is comparable to one achieved with CN2 without arguments. However, on the test set ABCN2 achieved 89% accuracy, which is a significant improvement over CN2's 76% achieved without arguments.
• Better than domain theory itself. Due to 6th rule, induced rule set classified correctly two additional examples in the test set.
This experiment also nicely illustrates the difference between induced rules resulting from data only, and actual causal rules that generated the data. Both hypotheses, with and without arguments, have a similar accuracy on the learning set, but to a domain expert the first set of rules would be difficult to understand as they show unfamiliar dependencies. Moreover, the first set of rules scored significantly lower accuracy on the test set, meaning that the first hypothesis merely reflected a spurious relation in the learning set.
Similar to other experiments with ABCN2, this experiment also showed how given prior knowledge can be used to automatically improve the accuracy of induced models. A similar learning problem -learning about credit status -occurred within the European 6th framework project ASPIC 2 . Learning about credit status is a part of a larger B2B (business-to-business) scenario used in ASPIC as the main largescale demonstration application for argument-based methods. In that experiment we also showed how ABCN2 can be used to improve existing knowledge bases in argumentation based expert systems. The data set consisted of 5000 companies described by 18 attributes (three of them were actually relevant for credit status). We began the experiment with the induction of rules from 2500 examples (learning set) without considering any prior knowledge. The system induced a set of 40 rules. These rules correctly classified 95% of the examples in the test set (the remaining 2500 examples). After adding arguments to two problematic examples, ABCN2 induced six rules only, and the classification accuracy of these rules on the test set was 99.9%. This is a significant improvement in terms of classification accuracy, but even more spectacular is the improvement in terms of the complexity of the induced theories, from the initial 40 rules to 6 only.
South Africa heart-disease domain
South Africa heart-disease domain (SAHeart) [22] contains a sample of 462 cases (male) in heart-disease high-risk region of the Western Cape, South Africa. Learning examples are described with the following 10 variables: systolic blood pressure, 2 
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Service Platform with Integrated Components (ASPIC), http://www.argumentation.org/ cumulative tobacco, cholesterol, adiposity, family history, type-A behavior, obesity, alcohol, age, and coronary heart disease (chd) as the class attribute. The task is to explain which attributes cause coronary heart disease.
In this experiment we used our own vague knowledge about this domain for specifying argumented examples. So the main difference between this experiment and the previous two is that our knowledge about the domain is superficial (might be also wrong occasionally). However, despite our simple, imperfect domain knowledge, arguments still had a positive impact on the results.
We began our experiment with plain CN2 which achieved 67.5 ± 1.0% classification accuracy estimated with 10-times cross-validation. Afterwards we used our technique to find five problematic examples:
(1) Problematic patient 1 was a 49 years old smoker. We deemed these two attributes as important, therefore our argument was: chd=yes because age>45 and tobacco>0. (2) The argument for a second patient was: chd=yes because age>45 and family history=present and adiposity> (adiposity is high). We used qualitative format for adiposity, as we were not sure when does adiposity become dangerous for health. (3) The argument for a patient was: chd=yes because age>45 and spb>140 (patient is older than 45 and has systolic blood pressure higher than 140). (4) The argument for a fourth patient: chd=yes because spb>200 (systolic blood pressure is extremely high, higher than 200). (5) A fifth patient: chd=yes because age>45 and family history=present and cholesterol> (low density lipoprotein cholesterol is high). Again, we were not sure when does cholesterol become dangerous.
Learning on the same data set and using above arguments ABCN2 achieved 70.6 ± 1.5% classification accuracy, which is a statistically significant improvement. Moreover, ABCN2 scored better also on other measures of quality (AUC and Brier Score).
We are strongly aware that our arguments might not be always correct, and that a professional cardiologist could construct much better arguments for problematic examples. However, the idea of this experiment was to show how such imperfect arguments can still improve the quality of induced hypothesis.
A legal application
In many areas of law -especially administrative law -many thousands of cases are routinely decided. Often these cases involve the exercise of some discretion, or involve some degree of operationalization of the concepts used in the legislation, so that the decision can be based on ascertainable facts rather than the vaguer terms in which the legislation may be couched. In [15] , the question was investigated: Can the rules being followed be reconstructed by ML from past cases? In particular, ABCN2 was applied to data concerning a fictional welfare benefit. For this experiment a data set of 2400 cases was used. Each case was described in terms of 64 attributes, twelve attributes being relevant to the decision, and the remaining 52 were irrelevant attributes. The same data set had been used in previous experiments with ML in a legal domain. ABCN2 performed at least as well as the others in terms of accuracy, which was very high indeed. However, it is not the accuracy of classification that is considered to be most important to meet the requirements of ML application in law: it is the quality, in terms of interpretability, of the rules generated that is crucial. In the initial learning stage, without arguments, the performance of ABCN2 was similar to that of the others. After the inclusion of domain knowledge taken from the justification of particular decisions, we were able to give a great improvement to the quality of the rules. Additionally, the robustness of ABCN2 in the face of erroneous decisions was explored, that is noise in learning data. It was found that ABCN2 is much more robust against noise than original CN2. This is important because many of the administrative law applications to which the technique could be applied exhibit quite large error rates.
A medical application
In [23] an application of ABCN2 to a medical domain is described. The medical problem there was severe bacterial infections in geriatric population. This problem is quite significant as elderly population, people over 65 years of age, is rapidly growing as well as the costs of treating this population. The data for this study was gathered at the Clinic for Infectious Diseases in Ljubljana. The physicians included only the patients over 65 years of age with CRP value over 60 mg/l, which indicated a bacterial etiology of the infection. The patients were observed 30 days from the first examination or until death caused by the infection. The data includes 40 clinical and laboratorial parameters (attributes) acquired at the first examination for each of 298 patients (examples). The goal was to build a model from data which would help the physician, at the first examination of the patient, to determine the severity of the infection, and consequently, whether the patient should be admitted to hospital or could be treated as an outpatient. A further goal was to obtain an understandable model, not a black box, to see which parameters play a decisive role.
Using 10x10 cross validation, CN2 achieved 87.9% classification accuracy, AUC was 0.810 and Brier Score was 0.175. In this experiment we used a more sophisticated classification based on minimax principle described in [23] and [17] . The performance of CN2 was compared also to that of C4.5, Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression, while CN2 was better than all other methods except for C4.5's classi-fication accuracy, which was 88.3%.
The argumentation was done by the physician who was treating the patients and could give the reasons she believed caused death for 32 examples of death cases (class value death=yes). The physicians do not have perfect knowledge about this domain, therefore the given arguments were very likely not completely correct (as they were in the first two experiments). Note that we did not use the method for finding critical examples here. Using ABCN2 on argumented data set significantly outperformed all other learning methods tried according to the criteria AUC and Brier Score. According to classification accuracy, it was also significantly better than CN2, Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression, and equal to C4.5.
ABCN2 achieved better results than CN2 according to all three measures by using the arguments given by the expert. The question was studied why and how ABCN2 outperformed CN2 in the comparison. As the arguments were only given to examples with class value death=yes, the induced rules for death=no were the same for both methods. Both methods induced 14 rules for class death=yes, however there were two important differences between these two sets of rules. First, due to the restrictions on hypotheses space with arguments, about half of the rules were different. While inspecting the rules that were the same in CN2's and ABCN2's set, we noticed that the quality estimates of these rules were different. For example, the rule:
IF thrombocytes < 100 AND mobility=no THEN death=yes was present in both rule sets. It says that if the patient has low thrombocytes and is not mobile then he will die. This rule covers 6 examples with class value death=yes and 1 with death=no in the learning set, which means that the relative frequency of death=yes is 6/7 = 0.86. However, the evaluation function based on extreme value distributions [14] used in CN2 estimated the probability of this class (given that the conditions are true) as 0.47, which is much less than 0.86. This happens because there is a high probability that such a rule would be found by chance. On the other hand, when learning with ABCN2, the evaluation of the same rule is 0.67. In CN2, this rule was obtained by searching the whole space unguided by expert knowledge while in ABCN2 the rule was built from the argument 'death=yes BECAUSE thrombocytes < 100'. The search space in ABCN2 is smaller, which means that the probability of finding such a rule by chance is lower. So, the estimated quality of the rule is higher.
CAN IMPERFECT ARGUMENTS BE DAMAGING?
It may well happen that the expert, when argumenting examples, will make mistakes and supply imperfect arguments (which probably did happen in both med-ical domains described above). We now turn to the question, how critically does ABCN2 depend on the quality of arguments?
Theories learned by ABCN2 have to be consistent with the given arguments. In the case of imperfect arguments, this may be a problem, as the resulting theories will reflect these imperfections, and possibly have lower accuracy than learning without arguments at all. In this section we will give an experimental evidence that, in general, this problem is unlikely to cause much damage.
We start with the expectation that accuracy of theories learned from examples and arguments given by experts is higher than accuracy of hypotheses learned from examples and random arguments. Experts, obviously, have better knowledge of the domain than simple guessing, and so the given experts' arguments will be better than random arguments. Consequently, the induced hypotheses will be, on average, more accurate. The effect will be detrimental only if the expert exploits his or her knowledge to maliciously hinder learning by intentionally giving extremely bad, false arguments. In the following we will not consider such extremely unnatural situations, but investigate whether completely uninformative, random arguments will damage the performance in comparison with no arguments at all.
We made an experiment, using 25 UCI data sets [18] , comparing CN2 with ABCN2 using 2, 5, 10, or 20 randomly argumented examples. The examples that were argumented were selected randomly. Each argumented example can have up to five random positive arguments, and each argument can have up to five random reasons.
The results are shown in Table 2 . There were almost no visible differences in the performance of induced theories between learning from randomly argumented examples and no arguments at all. Also, when using Wilcoxon T-test, neither of the methods (using different number of random arguments) could be proved to be statistically worse than CN2. Therefore, using this result and the natural assumption that expert's arguments are on average better than random, we conclude that experts' arguments cannot significantly worsen the classification accuracy. ABCN2 will under any normal circumstances either outperform the original CN2, or perform similarly, but it is unlikely to be inferior to learning without arguments.
RELATED WORK
The idea of combining ML and argumentation is not completely new. However, there have only been a few attempts in this direction. Most of them focused on the use of machine learning to build arguments that can be later used in the argumentation process, most notably in the law domain [1, 3] . Gomez and Chesñevar suggested in their report [11] several ideas of combining machine learning methods Table 2 Classification accuracy and AUC of ABCN2 on several UCI data sets with different number of randomly argumented examples. and argumentation. Moreover, these two authors also developed an approach where they used argumentation as a method to improve performance of a neural network [12] . Their method is applied after the actual learning is already finished. Clark [5] proposed the use of arguments to constrain generalization. However, he used arguments as a special kind of background knowledge that applied to the whole domain, whereas in our paper arguments apply to individual examples.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described a novel approach to machine learning that draws on some concepts of argumentation theory. We introduced a new type of examples, argumented examples. Arguments are used to constrain the search among possible hypotheses.
We implemented ABCN2, an argument based extension of CN2. We have shown several advantages of argument based approach to learning rules:
• Expressing expert knowledge in the form of arguments for individual examples is easier for the expert than providing general theories.
• Critical examples whose arguments are expected to most improve the learning, are automatically identified by our method.
• ABCN2 produces more comprehensible rules than CN2, because it uses expertgiven arguments to constrain learning, thereby suppressing spurious hypotheses.
• In the experiments with a number of test data sets (ZOO, Credit data, South
African heart disease domain, legal domain, and infections domain), ABCN2 achieved higher classification accuracy than classical CN2. Although this might not be true for all domains, we can expect that arguments will, in general, improve accuracy of hypotheses. We showed experimentally that, on average, imperfect, or even completely random arguments are unlikely to harm the classification accuracy of ABCN2.
The number of experimental domains in our experiments with ABCN2 is relatively low in comparison with typical experimental work in machine learning, so further experiments with the method will be useful. It should be noted however that experimenting with argument-based learning methods is more demanding than the usual experimentation in machine learning using e.g. UCI data sets. ABML requires the involvement of an expert, or at least some other source of knowledge, to provide arguments and assess the results of learning from the semantic point of view.
The extreme value correction in probability estimates is a substantial improvement for rule learning. However, it comes at computational cost. The initial determination of the parameters of the extreme value distribution for the particular learning problem is typically roughly comparable to the rest of rule learning in ABCN2.
One aspect that deserves investigation is related to the appropriateness of expertsupplied arguments. One problem that has been noticed occurs in cases when the expert is overly diligent and provides very specific arguments. These may occasionally prevent ABCN2 from inducing good simpler theories. Another point that may be improved concerns our method of selecting critical examples that are suggested to the expert for explanation. The method selects the most frequently misclassified example. Although this has worked well in the experiments, we feel that the method is debatable and may possibly be improved. The present selection method does not take into account how natural the selected example will be to be explained by the expert in terms of arguments. The selected example may be an outlier which will be troublesome to explain, and resulting arguments may not be useful for learning.
